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Abstract:

This paper aims to study the internal structure of the co-authorship network and the relationship between the
network and the authors’ academic performance in the network. In order to conduct this research,
bibliographic data of 166 authors from three top higher education institutions of Shanghai was collected and
the method of social network analysis (SNA) was performed to analyze the data. In the link analysis, the
centrality, egocentric network efficiency, authorities, and hubs were analyzed. In the graph cluster analysis,
this paper employs clustering algorithms based on betweenness. Lastly, the Spearman correlation test was
performed to analyze the relationship between academic performance and SNA metrics. This paper found that
and betweenness centrality, eigenvector centrality , authority and hub position, and efficiency were significant
to g-index. The research provided a glimpse of the co-authorship network’s internal structure in China.
Additionally, the SNA method of identifying productive scholars can also be applied to other areas, such as
the network of equipment in the Industry 5.0 to help companies identify the strong and weak links in the
producing process.
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INTRODUCTION

Today, an organization or a person’s performance is
often evaluated for management purposes. There are
several purposes for doing the performance
evaluation, including motivating the individuals or
the organizations to produce with higher quality and
quantity, guiding the individuals to achieve the
objectives of personal development as well as of
organizations, comparing an individual or an
organization’s performance with others, as well as
providing evidence of non-discriminatory promotion
(Heathfield, 2019). In the academic world,
researchers' performance is evaluated by academic
performance, such as teaching evaluation, research
results, and other academic indicators. Evaluating the
scholars' academic performance is crucial because the
evaluation outcomes are employed to recruit and
allocate funds and because colleges and universities
can gain a great reputation for having highly
productive scholars or researchers (Abbasi et al.,
2012). Nevertheless, identifying, clustering and
configuring productive researchers to optimize
research synergies is not an easy job.

When the Internet of Things (IoT) merges with social
networks, every building and every car can link to
each other or interact with other people and things.
The social network definition is no longer just the
socialization of people but also the social network of
people, people, people and things, and objects and
things in a wider range. Scholars or papers in different
areas or from various institutions can be connected as
well. With the support of the emerging technologies,
the scholars or researchers can be linked more easily
with each other through papers and their coauthorship networks can be established easily and not
limited to the number of literature databases.
In this research, the method of social network analysis
(SNA) will be conducted to study the co-authorship
network’s internal structure and the correlation
between the network and the authors ’ academic
performance in the network. There are two reasons
for this paper to study the co-authorship with the SNA
method. On the one hand, this is a complementary
SNA study to the area of co-authorship. Although the
study on SNA is mature comparatively, in the area of

co-authorship network, most papers mainly
concentrated on the country or province level, instead
of the level of cities or universities. There are few
papers on the micro co-author networks. Therefore,
this research will try to outline the internal structure
of the co-author networks and took the case of
Shanghai, China, as an example. On the one hand, this
paper attempts to show the higher education
institutions in detail how to use simple techniques or
indicators of SNA to determine, cluster and configure
productive and efficient scholars . It is important for
higher education institutions to identify a scholar with
excellent academic performance, but the accessibility
and simplicity of the techniques are also important.
Therefore, this paper will use some simple SNA
indicators and algorithms and interpret them in detail
through the case of the Chinese co-authorship
network to make it possible and easier for higher
education institutions to use SNA methods. The
above reasons are also the main differences between
our research and other similar studies. In addition,
from the perspective of methods, this paper refers to
the research of Abbasi et al.'s (2011, 2012) in terms
of the link analysis methods and the Spearman
correlation test. However, we will identify the
authority and hub and include them as the Spearman
correlation test variables.
In this study, the academic performance of the
scholars or researchers will be measured by the g
index. Then the link analysis and graph cluster
analysis will be employed to study the co-author
network. At last, to analyze the relationship between
the academic performance of the authors and their coauthorship networks, such as the centrality, efficiency
of the egocentric network, authorities and hubs, a
Spearman correlation test will be used in this research.
The scholars or researchers in China will be selected
to be the research target of this paper in that although
there are a number of existing papers that related to
China’s co-authorship network, they mainly
concentrate on a province or a nation's level instead
of a city or a university's and the literature that relates
to the internal structure of the network are quite little.
(Andersson et al., 2014). Additionally, bibliographic
data of the targeted authors from Shanghai's three top
higher education institutions, including Shanghai
Jiaotong University, Fudan University and Tongji
University, have been collected and analyzed in the
research. The main reason is that they are the
members of the 985UNIs and the top three
universities in one city, Shanghai. The members of
985UNIs stand at the peak of the pyramid in the
higher education system of China (Wang et al., 2014).

The collaboration between the members is quite close
and the data is adequate for the research.
This paper has been organized as follows. Section 2
briefly introduces the literature related to the social
network analysis and the co-author network as well
as the methods this paper intends to use. Section 3
provides an introduction to the data and the results.
Section 4 provides an analysis of the results and
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW AND
PROPOSED METHODS
Literature Review

A social network is a group of nodes or participants
linked to each other through individual relationships,
such as relatives, friendship, cooperation between
companies, etc. (Chung et al., 2005). In general,
social networks contain two types, namely, sociocentric networks and egocentric networks.
In recent years, with the development of the Internet,
more and more devices are connected to the Internet,
and new related services and applications are
emerging as well. The increasing amount of data has
promoted the development of 5th generation mobile
networks (5G) and further promoted the development
of emerging information technologies, such as Big
Data Analytics and IoT. With the support of these
technologies, many different things, such as industrial
equipment, mobile phones, laptops, etc., are
connected to each other on the Internet. A large
amount of various data and information are also
generated. Recent estimates indicate that one in three
people, on average, has over two devices linked to the
Internet (Amadeo et al., 2016). The data transmitted
through the Internet is about 40 exabytes Every day
(Stephens et al., 2015). Moreover, big data analysis
techniques can be used to collect, organize, and
analyze these data to extract valuable information
behind these data.
Sharing information has been vital to human survival
all the time. People often choose to share their firsthand information or experiences of common interest
with others on social networks, which has resulted in
an in-depth exploration in the field of human social
behavior. Nowadays, the Internet connection has
been ubiquitous in our lives, making it easier for
people to understand the world around them anytime,
anywhere (Jameel at el., 2018). Social network

analysis (SNA) originated in the 1930s, and its
exceptional method of analysis progressively
established in studying the theory of the social capital,
strong and weak relationship and structure hole (Hou
et al., 2020). With the rapid development of the
Internet, the method of SNA has been employed in
various areas, such as information propagation,
geography, management, and economics.
Costa (2020) provides a framework for the
collaboration between the scholars in the area of SNA
and the intelligence and law enforcement that against
trading wildlife so that the synergies of their work can
be leveraged. Costa's work suggests that with the
support of SNA, wildlife trafficking can be
investigated in several ways to analyze data sets to
gain various valuable intelligence products, using
SNA to construct an intelligence network so that
investigators can apply intelligence systematically
and so on.
Mora et al.'s (2018) provides a way to obtain data on
popular sports areas and manage this knowledge to
assist in urban planning decisions. Their study found
that social networks of sports provide useful
information on how urban infrastructures are used by
the citizens, what actions need to be taken and where
to take action. Through all these networks, valuable
knowledge can be obtained from the users.
Kim and Hastak (2018) studied the application of
social networks in disaster management. They
investigated the patterns created by the interactions
between Facebook users during disasters, which
suggested a significant part of the social media in
disseminating emergency information. Results show
that individuals, organizations, and emergency
agencies of social networks play a vital role in
disaster management. Graham et al. (2015)
investigated over 300 local government officials in
the United States. They found that the relationship
between the degree of using social media and the
evaluation of the ability of local cities in crisis
management is significant.
In 1999, SNA, as a method of collecting and
analyzing interpersonal connection patterns among
groups, was first introduced to the knowledge
management field by Morten T. Hansen of Harvard
University. The study results found that weak
interunit ties between departments are conducive to
discovering the existence of useful knowledge in
other departments, but are not conducive to the
transfer of complex knowledge between departments.

Only the existence of strong connections can achieve
the transfer of complex knowledge.
Co-author network analysis is a method of visually
presenting the influence of research and can reveal
researchers' collaboration patterns and actions at the
level of individual, institution, or geography. In Liu
et al. (2006) research, they analyzed the co-author
network of the past joint ACM/IEEE, IEEE, and the
ACM digital library conference to examine the digital
library domain’s state. Meanwhile, Newman (2004)
studied the pattern of scientific cooperation through a
co-authorship network. Moreover, the research of
Morel et al. (2009) indicated that the method of the
co-author analysis is essential in supporting the
strategic planning for neglected disease research.
Although the history of the social network analysis
has been very long, with the development of the
emerging information technologies in recent years,
including the big data, the Internet of Things, etc., the
speed of the SNA's development has been accelerated.
The analysis of Fonseca et al. (2016) identified
participants and their connections to reveal the social
network structure. They reviewed the applications of
co-author network analysis, the fundamental steps,
and the common network concepts of co-authorship
networks in the area of health. Reznik-Zellen et al.
(2020) explored different aspects of the Journal of the
Medical Library Association (JMLA) co-authorship
from 2006 to 2017. Their research found that among
the 1,351 authors of JMLA, 69% are not the members
of the Medical Library Association (MLA) and the
co-authorship between the MLA members are closer.

2.2

Proposed Methods

In this paper, the methods of SNA, in terms of the link
analysis and graph cluster analysis, will be employed
to construct and analyze the scholars’ co-author
network.
Among a number of techniques or measures of SNA,
this paper selects the link analysis and graph cluster
analysis for the following reasons. Firstly, through the
link analysis, we can spot the most productive
scholars and understand their roles in the co-author
network. Link analysis is used to identify
relationships between different parties, such as
linking authors to other authors or linking authors to
papers. Link analysis is not only able to determine
relationships but is also able to provide information
on how to use other attributes to illustrate the type of
link and its strength. In particular, link analysis is

essential for learning the influence between the
different entities. Secondly, the centrality indicators
this paper selects, including, are the most
fundamental in SNA so that it makes it easier or lowbudget for the relevant educational institutions to
adopt. Finally, the graph cluster analysis is adopted
because this paper tries to learn about the cooperation
pattern between authors. The cluster analysis can
classify the authors that share the similarity into one
group and present the differences between groups.
Additionally, the results can be directly presented by
graphs, which is intuitive.
After the network construction and two parts of SNA
analysis, to obtain an understanding of the correlation
between academic performance and the SNA
measures, the Spearman correlation test will then be
carried out. The most productive researcher can be
determined. The link analysis methods and the
Spearman correlation test this study plans to adopt
draws on Abbasi et al.'s (2011, 2012) research.
Nevertheless, this research is an extension of their
research in identifying the authority and hub
(Kleinberg, 1998) by employing the HITS algorithm.
Additionally, two kinds of betweenness algorithms
will be used in the graph cluster analysis. This paper
is also an extension of our previous work (Xu and
Chang, 2019) and includes the authority and hub as
the Spearman correlation test variables. All the
different types of analyses and algorithms this paper
uses can better understand the microscopic of the coauthor network.
In the link analysis, four centrality metrics will be
measured, consisting of the centrality of the degree,
closeness, betweenness and eigenvector. According
to Freeman(1978), a participant or a node’s centrality
may significantly impact his or her satisfaction,
leadership and efficiency. Moreover, a participant’s
performance may be influenced by his or her degree
centrality and betweenness centrality in particular.
According to Scott (1991), the degree centrality of a
participant or a node refers to the number of his or her
adjacent participants and is used to evaluate its local
centrality. Betweenness measures the centrality by
measuring the degree to which a given node stands on
the shortest path between other nodes in the graph
(Borgatti,1995). Closeness is another kind of
centrality, used to calculate the distance from it to
other nodes (Freeman, 1980). In addition, eigenvector
centrality is an indicator used to calculate the
centrality according to the idea that a node’s
centrality depends on the number of the adjacent

nodes and relates to these adjacent nodes’ centralities
(Bonacich, 1972).
According to Burt's structural hole theory, to assess a
scholar or a researcher's relationship with other
scholars within one group, the efficiency of the nodes
will also be measured in this paper (Borgatti,1995).
Based on the theory, if a scholar often collaborates
with many scholars from the same group, the
information that the scholar obtains from these major
collaborating scholars is likely to be redundant in that
scholars in a group always share the same information.
Hence, if the scholar is only closely related to one
scholar in the group instead of all the scholars in this
group, the scholar's network efficiency will be higher.
After the centrality analysis , the HITS algorithm
(Kleinberg, 1998) will be adopted to determine the
hub and the authority in the co-authorship network. If
a participant or a node points to many other vertices,
it is regarded as a hub; if a node or participant has
many other nodes linked to the node, it is regarded as
an authority.
This research adopted two algorithms that are
established on two types of betweenness centrality in
the graph cluster analysis. The two algorithms ’
outcomes will be compared with each other and the
difference will be explained.
Finally, the Spearman correlation test will be carried
out to evaluate the correlation between the social
network metrics and the author's performance to
identify the most productive researchers (Abbasi et al.,
2011). The Spearman correlation test method is
employed to analyze the significance of the
correlation between two factors (Gauthier, 2001). The
g index of each researcher will be calculated to
quantify their academic performance. G index, one of
the indicators used to measure the performance of a
scholar or a researcher, is widely adopted by the
academic database (Egghe, 2006). It is estimated
based on the descending order of the number of
citations of a researcher's paper. The g index is the
maximu m number of citations obtained by the top g
papers that is not under g2.
Based on the literature above, the spearman
correlation will test the following hypothesis :
H1: The degree centrality of a scholar or a researcher
influences his or her academic performance;
H2: The betweenness centrality of a scholar or a
researcher influences his or her academic
performance;

H3: The closeness centrality of a scholar or a
researcher influences his or her academic
performance;
H4: The eigenvector centrality of a scholar or a
researcher influences his or her academic
performance;
H5: The efficiency of a scholar or a researcher
influences his or her academic performance;
H6: The hub position of a scholar or a researcher
influences his or her academic performance;
H7: The authority position of a scholar or a researcher
influences his or her academic performance.

3
3.1

DATA AND
IMPLEMENTATION
Data Collection and Management

In the research, bibliographic data of the targeted
authors from Shanghai’s three top higher education
institutions, including Shanghai Jiaotong University
(SJU), Fudan University (FU) as well as Tongji
University (TU) was generated from the database of
Scopus. The data generated in the research is in the
field of social science from 2014 to 2016. The
publication information of 166 scholars was obtained.
The attributes included the names of the scholars,
their affiliations, the number of citations per paper
and the number of publications 。
This paper established two data sets according to the
public information available to the authors. One is the
basic information of the target scholars, consisting of
the scholars’ initials for privacy concerns, the
affiliation, number of publications, total citations of
other authors, and their g index. The other data set is
about the links between the scholars and indicated
whether there is a co-author relationship between the
scholars. Additionally, the number of collaborations
has been assigned to the attribute "weight" because
the entire data set cannot be fully displayed in the
paper. Hence, Table 1 and Table 2 displayed a part of
them.
Table 1: Authors

Table 2: Co-authorships

3.2

Implementation

After the data collection and management for SNA,
in order to perform the subsequent analysis, Rstudio
and Ucinet (Borgatti et al., 2002) were adopted in this
part as tools to visualize the co-author network and
measure the network metrics.
First of all, the scholars’ co-author network was
established and presented as a graph. The nodes in the
graph are the scholars. The links between the scholars
represent the collaborative relationships between the
scholars and each link’s width stands for the weight
of the link. The weight refers to the number of times
that two scholars have collaborated to publish papers .

The following figure is the co-authorship network
built in this research (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Co-authorship network

As is shown in Figure 1, the green nodes of the
network were assigned to the scholars of SJU, the
light blue nodes were assigned to the scholars of TU,
the pink nodes were assigned to the scholars of FU
and black nodes represented the authors of other
universities.

Table 3: MEASURES

Figure 1 indicated that the co-authorship network
could be separated into three categories based on the
university, namely, the category on the upper left, the
category on the lower left, and the right category .
Firstly, the lower left (pink group) category
representing the FU seems to have more cooperative
relations with the external organizations. Moreover,
larger nodes seem to play a more significant role in
forming the network.
Secondly, after building the co-author network, the
link analysis was carried out. Four metrics that
measure the centrality of the nodes were calculated,
consisting of normalized centrality of the degree,
betweenness, closeness and eigenvector. Moreover,
the efficiency of each node in the structural holes was
measured as well. The results of the measures were
sorted out and Table 3 shows some of them as follows:

Furthermore, in order to determine the hub and
authority position of each scholar in the co-authorship
network, the HITS algorithm was employed. The
algorithm returned two vector columns with the value
that indicated their hub and authority position. As the
attribute, hub and authority are always connected to
each other, this study separated them so that the data
can be explained clearer and Table 4 shows some of
them as follows.

Table 4: Authority and Hub

established on the betweenness centrality. In the coauthor network, the effective dissemination of
knowledge or academic information is of great
importance. Therefore, it is crucial to identify the
nodes or links that act as brokers in the network. Thus,
the betweenness algorithm was chosen as it helps
identify the critical nodes or edges. The clustering
algorithm can employ two kinds of betweenness
centrality, vertex betweenness and edge betweenness.
In the graph cluster analysis, both types of
betweenness centrality were used and there are slight
differences between the results.

Finally, this paper conducted graph cluster analysis.
The algorithm used in this part for clustering is

Figure 2: Co-authorship network

4

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

Results of the social network measures in the link
analysis and the clustering result in the graph cluster
analysis will be analyzed in this part. This paper will
then test the significant relationship between the
seven SNA metrics and the g-index that indicates the
scholars' academic performance by carrying out a
Spearman rank correlation test.

4.1

Link Analysis

The degree is the easiest way to measure the centrality
of a node among the four centrality measures . In this
network of scholars, the average value of the degree
centrality is about 0.03, while the degree centrality of
Lu H from FU was the highest of 0.09. The highest

value means that they have more active interactions
with others than the other scholars or are more
popular among scholars.
Closeness is used to evaluate the global centrality of
a node by measuring the distance from the node to
other nodes. Among the scholars, the average value
of the closeness centrality is about 0.08. The
closeness centrality of Wang L from FU was the
highest of around 0.14, which means that his or her
position on the network is closest to all other scholars
on average. Besides, this kind of position made him
or her the person who can gain information most
efficiently.
Betweenness refers to the number of times that a
specific node is located on the shortest path between
other nodes in the graph. In the co-author network,
the average value of the betweenness was about 0.04,
while the highest value of betweenness centrality was

gained by Wang L from FU, which was around 0.67.
Having the highest value in the network means that
his or her part as a gatekeeper or a broker is essential.
He or she can control the dissemination of
information among the scholars most frequently. As
shown in Figure 2, if Wang L was removed from the
network, the three universities’ single co-author
networks would disconnect.
Eigenvector centrality is established on the concept
that a node’s centrality depends on the number of its
adjacent nodes as well as relates to the adjacent nodes’
centralities. Among the researchers, the average value
of the eigenvector is round 0.3, while the highest
value was obtained by Wang L from FU, which is 1.0.
There were nine scholars adjacent to him or her, and
greater than half of the adjacent scholars also have
great centrality values.
From the perspective of structural holes, efficiency
refers to the ratio of the total number of disjoint
groups of a node's main node divided by that node's
centrality value. In the co-author network, the average
value of efficiency was about 0.4, and the top 10’s
efficiencies were over 0.9. A higher value indicates
that these scholars spend more effort building a close
relationship with just one scholar in a group with
connected scholars, instead of with all the scholars in
this group. Additionally, they are often able to access
knowledge or academic information in many
different fields. This may help them make innovation
and achieve better performance than other companies.

with each other, it will be a waste of time to maintain
co-authorships with all the scholars in the same group
because they may duplicate knowledge or
information from these scholars.
According to the hub and authority results, Lu H has
obtained the highest value in both perspectives, so he
or she was considered the authority and hub. The
authority position of Lu H in this co-authorship
network means that in the field of social science, he
or she was regarded as authoritative and productive.
Meanwhile, he or she was in contact with some other
scholars who can be regarded as authoritative as well.
For this reason, Lu H was considered as a hub at the
same time.
While taking all these factors into consideration, a
conclusion can be drawn for the part of link analysis.
Although Wang Li was not determined to be the coauthorship network's authority, he or she seems to be
the most significant scholar comparatively. The
values of his or her closeness centrality, betweenness
centrality and eigenvector centrality were the greatest.
Meanwhile, his or her values of the degree centrality
and efficiency were also great. For the degree
centrality, he or she gained a value of about 0.06 and
the average value was about 0.03; For efficiency, he
or she gained a value of about 0.68 and the average
value was about 0.4. In general, Wang L played the
most significant role in the co-author network to
interact with other scholars as well as to obtain and
disseminate academic information more effectively
and efficiently.

Table5: Efficiency-Top 10

4.2

Graph Cluster Analysis

In this section, two kinds of algorithms established on
the betweenness centrality were adopted to carry out
the graph cluster analysis, namely, vertex
betweenness and edge betweenness. The results of the
algorithm established on the vertex betweenness are
shown in Figure 3 and the results of the algorithm
established on the edge betweenness are shown in
Figure 4.

The lowest value of efficiency is about 0.08, which
means that they may have a close relationship with
several scholars in a group, rather than with the single
scholar in this group. Since scholars in the same
group will always share knowledge or information

The two algorithms' results separated the co-author
network into three groups, similar to each other. The
scholars in the same institutions were grouped in the
same cluster.
Nevertheless, some differences still existed between
the two algorithms’ results. According to the vertex
betweenness the algorithm result, Wang L did not
completely belong to anyone cluster but shared by all

three clusters. While using the algorithm of edge
betweenness, he or she was grouped into cluster
Green. In addition, instead of sharing Wang L, the
link between cluster Green and cluster Blue can be
disconnected by cutting the link between Gui Y and
Wang JW as is shown in Figure 4. This means that
every author connected to Gui Y, except Wang JW,
belongs to cluster Green, not cluster Blue in Figure 3.
In general, the clustering analysis was performed
according to the betweenness centrality. Betweenness
centrality measures the number of times a given node
is located on the shortest path between other nodes.

The result of the analysis shows that although there
were some cases of scholars collaborating with other
institutions outside their university, and compared
with the co-authorship outside the university, the
cooperation within the university is much closer.
In order to determine the hub and authority of each
cluster, the HITs algorithm employed in the link
analysis was adopted again after carrying out the
vertex betweenness algorithm. The result shows that,
among the scholars, TU’s authority and hub are Yang
F, SJU’s is Fan R, and FU’s is Lu H.

Figure 3: Co-author network – Vertex

Figure 4: Co-author network – Edge

4.3

Spearman rank correlation test

Finally, the Spearman rank correlation test was
carried out to test the seven hypotheses this paper
proposed and study the relationships between the
social network metrics and academic performance.
Table 6 shows the results.
In this table, the variables were tested at the
significance level of 0.01 and 0.05. ‘**’ means the
correlation is significant at the level of 0.01 and ‘*’
means that the correlation is significant at the level of
0.05. If the value of the significance level is more than
0.01, the assumption is not accepted and the
relationship is not of significance; if the value of the
significance level is less than 0.01, the assumption is
accepted and the relationship is significant (Hochberg
& Benjamini, 1990). As shown in Table 6, the
correlations between the centrality of betweenness,
hub, eigenvector, efficiency, authority and g-index
are all significant because the value of their
significance level individually is far less than to 0.05.
However, the variance of g index cannot be explained
by the variance of closeness centrality or degree
centrality very well because the values of their
significance are much greater than 0.01, about 0.95
and 0.84, respectively. Therefore, among the
hypotheses this paper proposed, H1, H3 was rejected,
and H2, H4, H5, H6 and H7 were accepted.

The coefficients of the measures indicate that the
researchers or scholars having greater centrality of
eigenvector and betweenness, higher efficiency,
authority and hub are likely to get a greater g index,
which means that the productivity of the researchers
is higher. A scholar or a researcher with a greater
betweenness centrality means that he or she is more
resourceful, that is, they collaborate more frequently
with other authors, and he or she can control the
knowledge transfer between researchers most
frequently. A scholar or a researcher with a greater
eigenvector centrality means that they have more
connections with other scholars, who also have
various good connections. A scholar or a researcher
with greater efficiency indicates that he or she
collaborates more with a variety of scholars or
researchers from different groups than with all
scholars within the same group. Additionally, if a
scholar is identified to be the authority, indicating that
he or she is quite authoritative or productive in the coauthor network. Moreover, a researcher is considered
the hub means that various scholars who are
authorities can be contacted through him or her.
Based on the analysis of the Spearman correlation test
results as above, this research can conclude that the
academic performance of the scholars or researchers,
who collaborate with different scholars or groups and
or other scholars who also have good connections, is
better than those who do not. Furthermore, scholars
or researchers who interact with only one scholar of a

group closely rather than all scholars within the same
group have better performance than the scholars who
do not have. Meanwhile, the scholars who are

Bet.

Correlation Coefficient

Table 6: Spearman rank correlation test
Bet.
Clo.
Hub
Deg.
1.000
0.123
.302**
.311**

Significance value
Clo.
Hub
Deg.
Eig.
Eff.
Aut.
G-I

considered as the authorities or hubs have greater
academic performance as well.

Eig.
.348**

Eff.
.387**

Aut.
.302**

G-I
.456**

.115

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

1.000

-.192*

0.109

0.083

0.120

-.191*

0.005

Correlation Coefficient

.123

Significance value

.115

.013

.161

.290

.123

.014

.952

Correlation Coefficient

.302**

-.192*

1.000

.252**

.869**

-.116

1.000**

.190*

Significance value

.000

.013

.

.001

.000

.137

.000

.014

Correlation Coefficient

0.311**

0.109

.252**

1.000

.249**

-.632**

.252**

0.015

Significance value

.000

.161

.001

.

.001

.000

.001

.843

Correlation Coefficient

.348**

.083

.869**

.249**

1.000

-0.019

.869**

.284**

Significance value

.000

.290

.000

.001

.

.808

.000

.000

Correlation Coefficient

0.387**

0.120

-0.116

-.632**

-0.019

1.000

-0.116

.374**

Significance value

.000

.123

.137

.000

.808

.

.137

.000

Correlation Coefficient

0.302**

-.191*

1.000**

.252**

.869**

-0.116

1.000

.190*

Significance value

.000

.014

.000

.001

.000

.137

.

.014

Correlation Coefficient

0.456**

0.005

.190*

0.015

.284**

.374**

.190*

1.000

Significance value

.000

.952

.014

.843

.000

.000

.014

.

**. Correlation is significant if the significance value is less than 0.01.
*. Correlation is significant if the significance value is less than 0.05.

5 CONCLUSION AND
CONTRIBUTION
5.1

Conclusion

In this research, through the use of link analysis and
the graph cluster analysis, a co-author network of 166
scholars was established and analyzed. The majority
of the scholars are from three top higher education in
Shanghai, China. In the link analysis, five SNA
metrics were calculated, including the centrality of
degree, betweenness, closeness, eigenvector and
efficiency. In addition, the HITS and betweenness
clustering algorithms were also carried out. The
analysis results show that the most significant scholar
in the co-author network is Wang Li. Finally, this
paper used a Spearman correlation test to assess the
relationship between the academic performance of

the scholars and SNA metrics so that productive
researchers can be identified. These test results show
that betweenness centrality, eigenvector centrality,
authority and hub position, and efficiency are
significant to g-index.

5.2

Implications

The analysis results of this research provide a
reference for relevant organizations and researchers.
According to this research, scholars' co-authorship
networks are closely related to their academic
performance for the relevant organizations,
consisting of the Ministry of Education or higher
education institutions. Moreover, it may help them
determine, cluster, and configure productive and
efficient scholars by constructing and evaluating the
co-authorship networks so that the research synergy
can be optimized. For the scholars or the researcher,
this research suggests that they can establish closer

collaboration relationships with different scholars,
rather than cooperate with only one scholar.
Additionally, they should try to avoid developing coauthorships with a number of different scholars
within the same group, which may result in
inefficiency and collaborate with resourceful scholars.
With the rapid development of emerging information
technologies like the Internet of Things, everything
can be linked to each other to form various types of
networks. Therefore, SNA can be used to s tudy the
relationship between people and multiple fields . Just
as this research helps higher education institutions
gain research synergies by identifying the most
influential and most productive scholars through
studying co-author relationships, such research
methods can also be applied to other fields.
For example, in Industry 5.0, SNA can be used to
study the interaction of various equipment types to
identify the strong and weak links in the production
network of a company, to help companies improve
production efficiency and reduce costs. As
manufacturers employ more and more IoT devices,
utilizing and managing them in an efficient and
optimized way has become the main challenge.
Therefore, it is critical for them to identify an
effective method. By extending the typical notions
and modes of the social network to the networks of
Things, the strong and weak links in the production
networks can be easily identified. Use some of the
SNA indicators in this paper to illustrate, devices with
a high degree centrality means they are the central
devices in their production networks. Devices with
high closeness centrality refer to they can receive
production information from others most efficiently;
devices with high betweenness centrality mean the
devices play a broker in their network. If they are
removed, the production networks would be
disconnected and the operations would stop
functioning. There are a number of SNA measures or
algorithms that can be applied to the network of
Things. By integrating the method of SNA into IoT,
the applications of IoT will be more powerful.

5.3

Contribution and future work

Among the existing literature, most papers that
studied the Chinese co-author networks mainly
concentrated on the country or province-level instead
of cities or universities. There are few papers on the
micro co-author networks. Therefore, this research
outlines the internal structure of Chinese co-author
networks. Although the co-author network
established in this research may not be large, it
provides directions for the possible research in the
future. Our social network approach could provide an

alternative but complementary solution to IoT. By
identifying the strengths and influences in the
research networks, we could strengthen the impacts
and collaboration to maximize the efficiency and
outcomes. In our future research, we can include data
from all the higher education institutions of Shanghai
or other cities in China or the world to construct a
complete co-author network on the city level and
understand the research impacts locally and
internationally. Furthermore, more metrics can be
included to evaluate their correlations with the
academic performance of scholars.
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